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Review:

It is an interesting work, its presentation responds to an informative or formative work, such as a chapter of a book. Very interesting aspects are covered. As a research work that is reported with an article, it requires a treatment that adjusts to the parameters expected for this type of work.

The option that could be best adjusted is the systematic review and meta-analysis.

It is advisable to focus the work, since exhaustively dealing with all the issues that are presented would make it an unaffordable undertaking for a single human being:

a) Growing recognition of the high prevalence of neurodiversity in women

b) The health needs of neurodiverse women

It refers to the health of autistic women

c) Physical health problems in neurodiverse women

- neurological conditions

- disturbances and sleep disorders

- other chronic pain syndromes

- young people with ADHD

- endocrine disorders. End the paragraph with endocrine disorders in autistic women

d) Mental health problems in neurodiverse women

- Inheritance
- Emotional impulsiveness

- Gender dysphoria (autistic women)

- Personality disorders